
FDPW'97-98 Volume 1, 1998On development of the WWW�versionof Computer Aided CurriculaPlanning System for Higher EducationMaxim V. DiakonovDepartment of Computer Science, University of PetrozavodskLenin St., 33, Petrozavodsk, Republic of Karelia, 185640, RussiaE-mail: mdia@mainpgu.karelia.ruAbstractThe article describes the Computer Aided Curricula PlanningSystem (CACP) being developed at the Computer Science depart-ment of the Petrozavodsk university. The history, structure andusage environment are emphasized.1 IntroductionThe necessity of development of Computer Aided Curricula Planning Sys-tem is caused by plenty of reasons that are not well treated by currentnot automated technology. Changes are constantly emerging in develop-ing disciplines, e. g. in Informatics. The structure and the organization ofhigher education are being changed; multilevel study, postgraduate anddistance education emerged. Thus there is a need for variable curriculathat conform to the state educational standard and correspond the fea-tures of university and region. It becomes common to o�er to a studentthe ability to study his own individual curriculum that conforms his in-terests.Nowadays the electronic versions of curricula and study courses aresometimes available at Web pages of universities and their departments,c Maxim V. Diakonov, 1998



206 Maxim V. Diakonovas it is at the Petrozavodsk State University WWW server. But usuallythey have essential lacks of apparent relations between disciplines and ofability to support consistency while dynamic editing. In Russia and inother countries there is on�going elaboration of consulting systems forselecting courses to study and for developing disciplines' contents [1, 2].Usually they are designed for nondistant use and are not oriented forWWW.In the department of Computer Science of the Petrozavodsk State Uni-versity there goes development of systems for intellectual support of designof curricula and disciplines [3, 4, 5, 6]. The prototype of the ComputerAided Curricula Planning system was created in DBMS Paradox environ-ment for the Applied Mathematics and Informatics area. The system usesdatabase of Informatics subject area knowledge units and allows to designcourses' contents. Later the prototype of the WWW version of the systemwas developed using the proposed SNLIB environment described later des-tined to design applications using semantic nets of knowledge units. BothSNLIB and the applications use remote user access via Web�browser.These elaborations showed that the chosen approach is successful andit is possible to formulate the requirements of functions and features forthe complete system that intellectually provides all stages of building,modi�cation and supporting curricula.2 Architecture of the SNLIB SystemThe main components of the complete CACP system for curricula de-sign are knowledge base (KB) of subject area, specialized DBMS SNLIBbased on SNLIB library, inference engine and user interface. The partsexcept KB form empty shell of knowledge based system. The shell may beused to develop new intellectual systems. A developer has two options todo it�to create an application using any language and proposed librarySNLIB, that contains DBMS procedures and inference engine, or to useProlog�like language SNL embedded in SNLIB system and designed tohandle semantic networks, to launch inference and to support user inter-face. Compiled SNL�program is a semantic net that describes algorithmof processing other semantic nets. This program may be run by specialinference procedure from SNLIB.KB contains algorithms for curricula design, descriptions of education



On development of the WWW�version of CACP 207standards and disciplines' structures. Data model in KB is �semanticnetworks�. Specialized DBMS uses this data model and controls accessof inference engine to KB. Each semantic network is kept in the sepa-rate �le of special structure with .SNF �le name extension. For dataaccess of the �le the set of procedures of the library SNLIB is used whichshould be linked to programs working with KB. A program can work withseveral simultaneously interacting semantic networks; in this case KB iscomposite. For support of interaction of semantic networks the specialprocedures from SNLIB are used. Such decomposition of KB allows toapply the modular approach in constructing of new KB.Inference engine is a part of the library SNLIB and provides operationof the following algorithms of processing semantic networks:a) Navigation on the semantic network is search of arcs and nodeswith the indicated properties. For example: taking of the �rst arcin the list of arcs of the indicated node, taking of the following arc,search of a node connected with the indicated node by an arc ofthe indicated type, sequential and binary searches of nodes on theirstring names.b) Inference on the semantic network is a procedure of search on thesemantic network of paths of arcs of the indicated types. The fol-lowing modes of this procedure are possible:� forward construction of a chain of reasoning or backward oneor both, i. e. bidirectional;� depth �rst strategy of search or breadth �rst;� the mode of the proof of predicates met at search, with the pur-pose to clarify, whether they are true and by that is it possibleto use them as nodes to create chains of reasoning. The predi-cates can have arguments and the algorithm of their uni�cationcan be used at the proof.The inference engine is constructed so, that it becomes unnecessaryto write semantic networks processing programs using any languageswith the library SNLIB. The algorithm of processing of semantic net-work can be written as a semantic network logically similar to Prologprogram. For execution of this program the mode of the inferencewith the proof of predicates, uni�cation of arguments, backward



208 Maxim V. Diakonovchaining and strategy of depth �rst search is used. Such approachfacilitates and accelerates programming, since:� the compact and clear Prolog�like language of operation withgraph structures is used;� it is not necessary to distract on extraneous programming en-vironments, it is possible to concentrate entirely on semanticnetworks;� it becomes unnecessary to write text of a program, it's enoughto generate a program as a semantic network in the graph ed-itor.However there is a possibility to write programs as texts on theProlog�like language SNL, with the subsequent compilation into se-mantic networks using the program SNL2SNF. For execution of aprogram in the semantic network the program SNFEXEC is usedwhich searches in the SNF��le for predicate indicated by the userin the command line, and tries to prove its truth. In the languageSNL there is a set of the built�in predicates, su�cient for writ-ing algorithms of processing of semantic networks. The majority ofthese predicates are simply calls of appropriate procedures from thelibrary SNLIB.3 The use of the CACP SystemThe user interface is created to be most portable. It is based on WWWtherefore user needs only Web browser with access to Internet. On theserver the standard HTTP�server works and interacts with o�ered DBMSSNLIB. The user uses usual Web browser and does not require any specialsoftware.The Web pages of user interface are generated by SNL�program fromKB that supports the following:� intellectual Java�applet for low level editing of semantic networks;� presentation Java�applet for natural operation of the user on design-ing the educational schedules with the interface, close to the papertechnology;
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Figure 1. Remote access to CACP System using WWW� authentication of the user for support of privacy of the personalinformation;� help pages for the beginning users.Writing of the texts of SNL�programs also may be considered as userinterface. This possibility is intended for operation on the server andis used only at initial stages of implementation of the project. In fur-ther writing of SNL�programs is supposed to ful�ll distantly using specialJava�applet, convenient for creation of the semantic network of the pro-gram.Using the described above software on languages C, Java and SNL, itbecomes possible to �ll KB with knowledge about educational standardsand implementation of algorithm of construction of the study plans. Theoperation of the user with the study plans is carried out using Java�appletin Web browser in pair with SNL�program in KB. It is supposed the de-positing into KB of two educational standards (Russian educational stan-dard on applied mathematics and computer science, and American Com-puter Curricula 91 standard), and also of current educational schedule ofmathematical faculty for check of its correspondence to the two standards.In completion some individual study plans on di�erent specializations inComputer science will be created.So, the proposed system will have integrative character combining sev-eral levels of usage:� Presentation level (presentation of hypertext information about ex-isting curricula and disciplines).



210 Maxim V. Diakonov� Generation level (generating of curricula and combining disciplinescontents while interaction with user).� Edition level (presentation and edition of semantic net of knowledgemodules of subject area).Proposed system may be used by several kinds of users:� by anyone to acquaint with educational specializations and theircurricula and disciplines existing in the university;� by students to get to know the curricula and disciplines thought, toelect optional courses, to design own curriculum;� by teachers to get information about curricula and disciplines, toedit course contents and structure of semantic networks of knowledgeunits;� by university and faculty administration to observe, edit and coor-dinate current curricula, to design new curricula.4 ConclusionThe paper brie�y describes the Computer Aided Curricula Planning sys-tem, that is being developed at the Computer Science department of thePetrozavodsk State university. The structure and user interface are em-phasized. Currently the SNLIB environment is in the testing stage andthe prototype of the CACP system is under construction. By the end of1999 we plan to �nish the complete version of CACP. The CACP system issupposed to be used by departments and administration of the university.References[1] Guillaume P. W. Vuist. Towards a knowledge based system forthe �exible production and delivery of course material / Proc. ofEast�West Int. Conf. Computer Technologies in Education, Crimea,Ukraine, 1994, pp. 240�245.[2] Norenkov I. P., Norenkov Yu. I., Uskov V. L. Consulting teachingsystems / Proc. of East�West Conference on emerging computer tech-nologies in education, Moscow, April 1992, pp. 39�40. (in Russian)
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